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SUZUKI ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO

NEWSLETTER
MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR:
I hope that everyone is having a productive and fulfilling term.
It has been an extremely busy time for me so far this year, but it is still
inspiring to find a few minutes to view one of the Parents as Partners
video clips on the SAA website, which I highly recommend to all.
What an excellent on-line forum the SAA has put together to help
educate our student’s parents and ensure their success. I am extremely
grateful that the SAA seems to be making this a yearly event. I hope that
all of you have signed up as many parents in your programs as possible.
It will be possible to view the videos until June so please register.
I am looking forward to attending the Leadership Conference in
Ohio at the end of May. I would encourage any and all to consider attending this event. Although it is different than the bi-annual general
SAA conference, it is equally valuable with topics such as: pedagogy,
professionalism, future trends in education, mentoring, developing student independence, chapter and Institute topics, and much more! I am
also looking forward to our SAO Conference in November in Belleville.
These annual events are not only inspiring but also a time to really
strengthen the bonds of our community and welcome new members.
Dr. Suzuki was a great role model for continuing professional
development. If you will be attending a Summer Institute Course or continuing long-term training, check our website and this newsletter for details on all our current scholarships. The next deadline is May 31st.

24 YEARS!

SAO 2013
CONFERENCE
NOVEMBER 8, 9 & 10,
2013
Belleville, Ontario
Keynote Speaker:
David Madsen
Topic:
Is There an App for That?
(Building Community
Through Music)
Conference Chair:
Joel Bootsma
613-779-7867
bootsmafamily@gmail.com

Conference Committee:
Deborah Henderson
905-885-4885
deborah.henderson@sympatico.ca

Cathy Coltof
905-720-0022
strings2@bell.net

As always, I would like to encourage everyone to contribute articles or book reports to our quarterly newsletters and also to encourage
colleagues to join our Suzuki Association of Ontario. Collectively we
are the Association and it is only as supportive and inspiring as we make
it.
Susan Gagnon

“The Mission of the Suzuki Association of Ontario is to promote
and support the Suzuki Method of learning by nurturing
excellence in education”
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2013 Conference
SAO Conference 2013
Friday November 8th through Sunday November 10th
Travelodge Hotel Belleville
11 Bay Ridge Road
Belleville, Ontario

We are happy to announce that our Main Speaker for this
years conference will be David Madsen.
Please see his biography information on the right.
The theme for this year’s conference will be:
“Is There an App for That?
Building Community Through Music”
A SPA Course facilitated by David Madsen will be held
Friday starting at 3:00 pm and
finishing Saturday at 6:00 pm.
Annual Pre-Conference Reception at the hotel
Saturday 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm.
Conference Registration: Sunday 8:30 am.
Please mark your calendars!
It will be a great time of refreshment and learning for all.

David Madsen founded what is now the Hartt Suzuki Guitar Program in 1990. He is the Chair of the Guitar and
Harp Department of the Community Division at the Hartt
School of Music in Connecticut, USA. David graduated
with a BM in Guitar Performance from the University of
Connecticut and has since studied with David Leisner and
Pepe Romero. His Suzuki studies have been with Bill
Kossler and Frank Longay. He became a registered Teacher Trainer with the Suzuki Association of the Americas in
2000, and has conducted courses throughout North America and in Singapore, Peru and Argentina. Mr. Madsen is a
member of the SAA Guitar Committee. In the fall of

2008 David began teaching the Suzuki Pedagogy
courses for the first long term training program in the
country for Suzuki guitar at the University of Hartford. He is a former member of the Board of Directors
for the Suzuki Association of the Americas.
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Professional Development
Teacher Training Courses
Cello Pedagogy
Location: Royal Conservatory of Music
Trainer/Contact: Susan Gagnon

Montreal Suzuki Institute
Concordia University, Downtown Campus
http://www.suzukimontreal.org/en/teacher.html

susancellogagnon@gmail.com

Unit: Cello Book 2
Date: March 24, April 7, 14, 28
Time: 10:00 am to 2:30 pm
Piano Pedagogy
Location: Suzuki Piano Studio of Gail Lange
8 Crawford St., Guelph
Trainer/Contact: Gail Lange, 519-821-2273
glpiano@sympatico.ca

Unit: Piano Book 7
Date: Thursday March 21, 7:30 pm to 9:30 pm
Friday March 22, 8:30 am to 2:30 pm
Friday May 31, 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm
Saturday June 1, 8:30 am to 1:30 pm
Friday June 13, 9:00 am to 2:00 pm
Unit: Piano Book 1
Date: Friday April 5, in Toronto
Thursday April 11, 18, 25 in Guelph
Thursday May 2, 16 in Guelph
Thursday June 20, 27 in Guelph
Great Lakes Suzuki Flute and Recorder Institute

Unit: Every Child Can!
Date: Jul 20
Trainer: Susan Gagnon
Unit: Cello Book 2
Date: Jul 20 to 24
Trainer: David Evenchick
Unit: Cello Book 3
Date: Jul 24 to 28
Trainer: David Evenchick
Unit: Piano Book 1
Date: Jul 21 to 28
Trainer: Merlin Thompson
Unit: Violin Book 3
Date: Jul 21 to 26
Trainer: Karen-Michèle Kimmett
Unit: Violin Book 5
Date: Jul 21 to 26
Trainer: Paule Barsalou
Southwestern Ontario Suzuki Institute
Waterloo University
http://artset.net/SOSI_site/index.html

Flute Pedagogy
Date: July 6 to 13, 2013
Units:
Unit: Flute Book 1- Kelly Williamson
Unit: Flute Book 2 - t.b.a
Unit: Flute Book 3 - Noelle Perrin
Unit: Flute Book 7 - David Gerry
Unit: Flute Book 14 - David Gerry
Baroque Style for the Suzuki Flute Teacher
Unit: Recorder Book 1- Mary Halverson Waldo
Contact: dgerry@nas.net or kelly@amaryllis.ca
http://www.davidgerry.ca/suzuki-institute/

Unit: Every Child Can!
Date: Saturday, Aug 10
Trainer: Paule Barsalou (ON)
Unit: Violin Book 1
Date: Sunday, Aug 11 to Sunday, Aug 18
Trainer: Paule Barsalou (ON)
Unit: Violin Book 2
Date: Sunday, Aug 11 to Friday, Aug 16
Trainer: Ed Sprunger (IL)
Unit: Violin Book 5
Date: Saturday, Aug 10 to Wednesday, Aug 14
Trainer: Allen Lieb (NY)
Unit: Violin Book 6
Date: Wednesday, Aug 14 to Sunday, Aug 18
Trainer: Allen Lieb (NY)
4
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Professional Development
Teacher Training Courses
Southwestern Ontario Suzuki Institute
Waterloo University (Continued)
Unit: Suzuki Early Childhood Education:
Prenatal and Early Years, Stage 2
Dates: Sunday, Aug 11 to Friday, Aug 16, 2013
Trainer: Dorothy Jones (ON), assisted by Sharon
Jones (ON)
Unit: Viola Book 4
Dates: Sunday, Aug 11 to Friday, Aug 16, 2013
Trainer: Joanne Martin (MB)
Unit: Cello Book 1
Dates: Sunday, Aug 11 to Sunday, Aug 18, 2013
Trainer: Catherine Walker (QC)

Unit: Piano Book 1
Dates: Sunday, Aug 11 to Sunday, Aug 18, 2013
Trainer: Marilyn Andersen (IL)
Unit: Piano Book 6
Dates: Sunday, Aug 11 to Friday, Aug 16, 2013
Trainer: Gail Lange (ON)
Unit: Special Seminar: Transforming Tension
with the Alexander Technique –
An Introductory Workshop
Dates: Monday, Aug 12, 7:15 - 8:45 pm
Trainer: Tanya Bénard (ON)

Unit: Cello Book 5
Dates: Sunday, Aug 11 to Friday, Aug 16, 2013
Trainer: David Evenchick (ON)

WILLIAM R. WARE VIOLINS
Established 1974

DEALER AND RESTORER
VIOLINS

VIOLAS

CELLOS

BOWS

Expert Repairs • Bow Re-hairs

SUZUKI OUTFITS
STUDENT INSTRUMENTS
Largest selection of high quality small and full-size instruments of German, French, English and Italian Origins
Cases and Strings

Full Service workshop
Expert Repair and Restoration of instruments and bows
We ship anywhere in Canada
14 Metamora Crescent, London, ON N6G 1R3
Tel. (519) 472-2359

Fax (519) 472-2932
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Scholarships
SAO SCHOLARSHIPS
Special One Time Scholarship
As a result of a generous donation given by a parent to the SAO, there is a one-time scholarship of
$250 available to assist a teacher who needs to travel out of Ontario to receive teacher training. To apply for
this scholarship, submit a letter outlining the difficulties in receiving the necessary training and forward this
application to Marjorie Ogden, SAO Executive Assistant, at 282 Waverly St. N., Oshawa, On. L1J 5V9 by
May 31, 2013. Applications will be reviewed and the recipient chosen at the June 2013 Full Board Meeting.
Sound Post Scholarship to attend 2014 SAA Conference
In 2014, “The Sound Post” located in Toronto is awarding a scholarship for two SAO Members. This
scholarship will include a flight and shared room accommodation. The scholarship does not include payment
of SAA registration. As details are completed with “The Sound Post” they will be posted on our website and
in future newsletters.
SAO Scholarships – Teacher Training
Applicant must be a member of the SAO and SAA. If the applicant plans to enroll in a Course between June 1st and May 31st, or November 1st and October 31st, the applicant will provide the name of
course, cost of course, date of course and name of who offers the course. This information should be forwarded to the Executive Assistant in the form of a letter applying for the scholarship with either the May31st deadline or the October 31st deadline. If the member is awarded a scholarship using the draw system of allotting
only three at the June Full Board Meeting or the November Full Board Meeting, then a $200 cheque will be
issued to the applicant payable to the actual course treasury. This scholarship is only valid from one year after
the deadline for applying. In the event the applicant chooses not to register, the cheque would then be void
and cancelled. Upon completion of the course, the applicant is requested to write a few words of appreciation
(maximum 300) to be published in the next newsletter.
Travel Bursaries for Board Members
Two travel bursaries for board members, each in the amount of $150 to travel to conferences and or
full board meetings provided the traveling distance is a minimum of 400 km. The deadline to apply for said
bursaries is May 31st or October 31st of each year. Applications to Marjorie Ogden, SAO Executive Assistant, 282 Waverly St. N., Oshawa, On. L1J 5V9. This is in accordance with the SAO's strategic plan and our
efforts to be a viable organization for the entire province.
Bursaries to assist like-instrument/cross studio events are available. Three bursaries of $150 each are
available on a yearly basis to assist in the organization of like-instrument/cross studio/school workshops. Application deadline for these bursaries is November 1st of each year. Apply to Marjorie Ogden, SAO Executive Assistant, 282 Waverly St. N., Ottawa, On. L1J 5V.
6
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Area Reports
416 Area Report
Elizabeth Sherk
Home Concerts…a Good Way to Cultivate
Learning Community

Elizabeth Reads a Story About How Wonderful it is to be
Able to Play a Grand Piano

I have two wonderful families who have
opened their beautiful spacious living rooms to
host two home concerts. Geetu and Prashanth
Pathak and their three beautiful children,
Pravanya, Pradnaya, and Pramathaditiya let us
all come to their living room on a Sunday afternoon last April. Betty and Dave Sereny and
young Jake welcomed us to their home on a
Sunday afternoon this past January.
Being invited to play our regularly
scheduled studio recital in one of our friend’s
living rooms brings a new level of camaraderie
and anticipation to the recital experience for
everyone who comes and takes part.
At last April’s concert all the children
had learned a piece by Papa Haydn, in addition
to a well-polished Suzuki Piano School piece,
and had played it earlier in the month for Rebecca Hogeterp’s Haydn master class. So at the end
of April we were all pleased to play it again a
second time for the fun of it.
The theme of the January concert was
Boogie ‘n Blues in addition to their chosen Suzuki Piano Pieces. During the first lessons,
which took place in January, each child was assigned a piece from the 16 Original Pieces for
Beginners & for late Elementary Pianists by
Gayle Kowalchyk & E. L. Lancaster.
They had to learn their boogie quickly,
no more than two lessons before the recital but
they were all masterful at rising to the occasion.
We had the generous offer of another father in
the studio, Mark Franco, who loves to play
drums. So each child had a drum back up to his
or her boogie piece on the piano.
7
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Area Reports
519 Area Report
Sharon Jones
I have always believed in the importance
of attending and participating in the bi-annual Suzuki Association of the Americas Conferences. At
every conference there are sure to be inspiring
speakers and sessions that will in some way impact
our day-to-day teaching. The opportunity to connect and interact with colleagues throughout North
and South America both professionally and socially is priceless. However, the reality is that for
many Suzuki teachers the cost to attend the conferences is prohibitive. The registration fee alone is
affordable, but then there are the hotel costs,
meals, and usually an expensive plane ticket, depending on where you are travelling.

the silent auction tables were filled with wonderful items.
To accommodate all students in our school, we routinely
run two recitals back to back on each of the designated recital days.
However, because of the silent auction, we decided to have only
one recital with an intermission. To avoid an uncomfortably long
recital, students were grouped together to form duets and trios. In
some cases a piece was played in unison while other times a younger student was paired with a more advanced student, who played a
duet part. Leaders were assigned, giving some students the challenge of leading beginnings, endings, and any other musical details
within the repertoire.
The recital was a great success with teachers and students
eager to have the same wonderful experience again next year. The
silent auction was not only exciting, but also an extremely lucrative
fundraiser!

As an administrator of a Suzuki School, I
am motivated to have our teachers attend the conferences, as I know this will impact our students in
very positive ways. Therefore, I have made a commitment to ensure that our teachers will be financially able to attend conferences in the future. On
February 10th, 2013, Thames Valley Suzuki
School launched an annual Valentine’s Silent Auction in connection with our February recital. By
starting this year, we will have two events to raise
enough funds to send the teachers to the conference in May of 2014.
The event was first announced at our December recitals and in January every family received an information package that included: a
letter explaining the details of the event, the reason
for the fundraising, and ideas for donations to the
silent auction; information sheets to be handed in
with the auction items, including the donor’s mailing address to facilitate thank you letters after the
event; and letters to be given to potential donors.
A committee of parents was formed to help with
the planning of the event and to run the silent auction on the day of the recital. The silent auction
tables were open forty-five minutes prior to the
recital and last minute bidding took place at intermission. To add to the excitement, raffle tickets
were available for two valentine’s baskets and students could try to guess how many valentine hearts
were in a jar. The atmosphere was electric and
8
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Area Reports
More 519 Area News
Laura Nerenberg
News from Ellen Berry:
To celebrate the achievements of Suzuki
programs in our region, we again held a "Suzuki
Showcase" concert. This year's event on March 2,
2013 was held in a beautiful church in Waterloo,
and featured sixty students from Kitchener, Waterloo, Guelph, Brantford, and Cambridge playing
violin, viola, cello, flute, and piano. Families and
friends were thrilled to hear the junior to advanced
repertoire, and to see the variety, depth, and quality
of the offerings in our region.
Suzuki Talent Education of Waterloo
(STEW), Kitchener Waterloo String School, Suzuki String School of Guelph, Guelph School of Music, Suzuki Piano Studio of Gail Lange, Brant Suzuki String School, Grand River Suzuki Flute, and
The Nightingale Piano Studio all participated together in the concert.

He noted the determination of teachers and families throughout Latin America to study music despite the
great obstacles of poverty, distance, lack of instruments
and music, appropriate facilities, and a lack of well
trained teachers.
An astonishing Youtube video of the Orchestra of
Recycled Instruments in Paraguay has gone viral, and is
a great illustration of the difficulties faced in these countries. Proceeds of the concert will be donated to the SAA
Fund for Latin America.
This event provided the opportunity for students,
families, and teachers to get together from across the region, reconnecting with old friends and making new
ones. It raised the profile of Suzuki programs in the area,
and we look forward to working together to produce a
similar event next year.

This year, two violin students, one from
STEW and the other from Brantford, collaborated
on the Vivaldi Concerto for Two Violins in A Minor. Two Cambridge students, one from Grand
River Suzuki Flute and the other from the Nightingale Piano Studio, enjoyed getting together to prepare their flute/piano duo of Bach's Siciliano.
The concert included a tribute presented by
Liz Biswas to violin teacher JulieAnn Hartburg, a
founder of STEW and also a former faculty member of the Brant Suzuki String School. As JulieAnn is currently very ill, she was unable to attend the concert, but many of her students were
performing during the evening.

Sarah Chang Group - Brantford Suzuki Strings

David Evenchick gave a presentation on his
experiences with Suzuki programs in Latin America. Both he and Kelly Williamson travel there each
year to work with students and teachers.
9
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Area Reports
613 Area Report

More 613 Area News

Laura Nerenberg

Joel Bootsma

What an exciting spring coming up in the Ottawa area! Leslie Wade and Laura Nerenberg will be
joining forces once again to host an improvisation
workshop by Dr. Sera Smolen for their joint studios
from April 19th to the 21st. A seminar for teachers will
also be featured on Friday, April 19th. Space is still
available for teachers wishing to sign up for an exciting two-hour session with Sera as well as unlimited
observation of her student workshop sessions.

The new challenge in my studio is my most
recent new student. Vic comes into lessons bursting
with excitement. He is always eager to show what he
has worked on and is aware of the steps he has taken
forward in his ability level. Vic is soon to turn 75!

An interactive parent talk, also open to registered teachers, about creativity in parenting will be
given by Concordia University professor, Rosemary
Reilly. Please contact e-mail Laura at junezaria@gmail.com for more information or to register.

My challenges lie in how to convince 74-yearold fingers to form a soft bow hold. How do we convince those fingers not to treat the bow like a hammer! Vic, being 74, and being very excited, often
misses things (not unlike a 4-year-old, as we often
laugh about together). My challenge is to take my
time and be ready to approach the issue from many
different directions to help him understand.

Vic comes to lessons with his wife. Barb's job
A note from Ottawa Suzuki violin teacher, Marie
is to take notes. She did take notes until she discovKusters:
ered the video camera. Now she records the entire lesson, which Vic can than review later when at home.
Marie Kusters is celebrating twenty-five years
Next week she plans to take a tripod along to avoid
of teaching Suzuki violin with a celebration workshop
the fatigue of holding that camera up. I am often critiand concert on Saturday, April 20th at Orleans United
cal of how technology is taking over our lives. HowChurch, 1111 Orleans Blvd in Orleans. Students from
ever, this old couple has found a brilliant way to harJane Plewman’s Chalk Lake studio as well as Kathy
ness the potential of technology for good.
Coltof’s studio, Dorothy Pellerin’s studio, Pierre
Kusters’ studio and Laurie Goodman’s studio will join
her students, current as well as some former.
705 Report
Jeremy Viinalass
The workshop consists of putting together a
Last year I built a large garden in our front
selection of supplemental repertoire including Pachelyard as a 25th anniversary gift to my wife, Lalitha.
bel's Canon, Clebanoff's Millionaire's Hoedown, Tan(Don’t get me wrong… I’m no landscape architect; I
go by McLean and many other Suzuki favourites.
was merely the brawn to her brains!). After weeks of
planning, pulling up old sod, breaking up hard clay,
The workshop starts at 1:00 pm followed by a moving eight yards of soil, building up and grading
potluck dinner at 5:00 pm and the concert at 7:00 pm. the beds and going through numerous revisions to
It should be a wonderful celebration of music. All are Lalitha’s master plan (truly, “it is the prerogative of
welcome! Please contact Marie, ahead of time, to re- every woman to change her mind”), I finally put in
serve your spot at 613-739-7589 or at miekemus- the carefully-chosen plants and shrubs.
ike@gmail.com.
Continued…
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Area Reports
705 Area Report (Continued)
Jeremy Viinalass

the time and we don’t have complete control over all the
factors affecting them.

But when I stood back, all the plantings looked
small and underdeveloped compared to the massive expanse of black they were sitting in! After all that work I
wanted the finished product right now! I wished I could
just zap the plants to twice their size and instantly have a
full, mature garden. But I knew I’d have to wait.

I’ve been encouraged to see that I don’t need to
have control over everything. Suzuki said something to
this effect: never hurry, never stop. My students have
taught me, once again, that patience and perseverance
will eventually yield a desirable result.

807 Area Report
I’ve been seeing that a music studio is much like
Michelle Zapf-Belanger
that garden; it goes through seasons and cycles and you
have to prepare and cultivate and encourage growth but
Thunder Bay Symphony Youth Orchestra
you can’t force it to happen. And then, one day, you
realize that it has! More than in any other year, l have
Exciting things are happening in music education in Thunder Bay this year! Specifically, a lot of
recently seen this reality play itself out in my studio.
work has been done to revive the Thunder Bay Symphony Youth Orchestra.
Beginning in the fall I noticed changing attitudes
towards practise, students suddenly playing with musical
The TBSYO has renewed its affiliation with the
expressiveness, intonation “magically” becoming accu- Thunder Bay Symphony Orchestra, and has appointed
rate and reliable. What happened? Is it a question of Thomas Cosbey, TBSO concertmaster (and local Suzuki
age? Maybe – a number of students are of similar age.
teacher), and Dan Bartholomew-Poyser, TBSO Resident
conductor, as music directors. They have a dedicated
group of teenagers and university students who are realIt appears that experience and playing level are
ly working hard to make great music.
also factors. Many of the students have been playing
about the same length of time. Maybe they feel a certain
This has been a wonderful opportunity for the
sense of achievement and are becoming self-motivated.
teenaged students in many Suzuki studios. As we know,
Perhaps they exert a healthy influence over and chalit can be difficult to find ways to motivate and inspire
lenge to each other in group class. Who knows, even
students at that age. Orchestral playing allows them to
YouTube may get a bit of credit with its vast number of
play great music and socialize with other young musifun and unorthodox violin performances to intrigue and
cians, which can go a long way in helping them underchallenge the kids (“Thrift Shop” violin, anyone?).
stand the purpose of practicing at home.
It is also wonderful to see the students from so
many studios playing together, and to feel the collegiality between the teachers. There have been discussions
about starting a Junior Youth Orchestra next year that
will also unite all the music-playing children in the city.
The TBSYO had their first concert in December. This
March, they will do a side-by-side concert with the
TBSO, where they will play Sibelius’ Finlandia, SchuStudios can be cyclical; periods of building and growth,
bert’s Unfinished Symphony, Strauss’ Emperor Waltz
periods of decline, lots of advanced students, lots of beand Murray Schafer’s Trains.
ginners… like gardens, they’re living and changing all
Maybe it’s all these things and a lot of others. Whatever
the explanation, I like what’s happening in the musical
landscape. There’s a certain crop of students who have
suddenly blossomed in attitude, artistry and accuracy. I
don’t know how long the season will last but I am very
much enjoying the harvest while it does!
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Area Reports
I had one violin student who finished her grade
8 RCM exam literally on the last day of her Co-Op
school program and then auditioned for Acadia UniverOn February 24, the students of Deborah Hen- sity in Nova Scotia and is now living and studying there.
derson’s and Laurie Mitchell’s studios performed in the
La Jeunesse Youth Orchestra concert in Port Hope. ApLast year and this year I have two students
proximately thirty students performed book 1 and 2
pieces, and Jenkins “Palladio”. What great posture and (violin and viola) playing in the Mooredale Youth Ortone was on display! The concert also featured some en- chestra in Toronto (intermediate and senior). They
tertaining concertos including four violinists taught by rehearse on Saturday mornings, and have concerts
Laurie playing Spring and Summer from Vivaldi’s “Four three times each year. I have attended these concerts
Seasons”, Mozart’s Concerto 4, 1st mvt., and Debussy’s and have seen how hard these young people work and
enjoy playing and how music shapes their lives. Just
Girl with the Flaxen Hair. It was a great day of music!
before December, we had a concert at a local retirement home in Oshawa and then we prepared some ten
In preparation for April music festivals students, two on piano, and eight on violin, who went
in the Northumberland and Hastings regions, Deborah
to perform at the Pickering GTA Music Festival.
Henderson has arranged two master classes in March for
students in Book 5+, several of whom have chosen to do
RCM exams at the Grade 7 and Grade 8 levels.
It is surprising and refreshing how much a festival means to a student. I see them in a different
This is a new experience for most of the group light, especially when the adjudicator speaks to them.
involved, but they all appreciate the benefit of sitting in This week, on Thursday March 7, I am having my
on everyone else's lessons, and having an extended ses- senior and teen students play a concert at another resion with a different teacher. They have also come to tirement home in Whitby. We play for one hour using
recognize the importance of having their pieces well pre- our core Suzuki pieces and lighter pieces that I picked
up from Long and McQuade, including string orchespared well in advance of an actual performance.
tral arrangements from Chariots of Fire, Jurassic Park,
It has been a challenge to find a single date for Blue Tango, and Meet the Flintstones.

905 East Area Report
Deborah Henderson

teenagers from separate communities (Belleville, Warkworth, and Port Hope) to gather in the same place at the
I have to fit in another concert in early April
same time. Fortunately, students at this level genuinely before we go to our big event on April 20th, in Ottawa
want to learn to play to the best of their ability, which, in
with students of Marie Kusters and Jane Plewturn, gets the parents to make the commitment to "go the
man. These two wonderful ladies put their hearts and
distance".
souls into making this yearly event very successful.

In my studio we are working hard on the core
supplementary material with violin 1, violin 2, viola
and cello parts. My teens love to play all the duet
parts and take this seriously. My students who attend
Each September I look forward to my students each year really enjoy this event; they see the strong
returning from the summer. Some of them have been
support system that we as Suzuki teachers provide as
taking lessons during that time because they were prewe join together.
paring for Royal Conservatory exams.
More 905 East Area News
Cathy Coltof
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ECE Report
‘Over Talking’ = Pressure in SECE Classes
Sharon Jones
Working with Suzuki Early Childhood Education (SECE) teachers over the years, it has become clear
that one of the most difficult challenges SECE teachers face is delivering parent education in small bullets
throughout the classes. One way we do this is by using Dr. Suzuki’s words in seven concepts. The first three
represent our SECE philosophy or beliefs: Every Child Can Learn, Ability Develops Early, and Environment
Nurtures Growth. The remaining four represents our implementation: Children Learn From One Another,
Success Breeds Success, Parental Involvement is Critical, and Encouragement Is Essential.
Using these concepts, both visually in the classroom and verbally during the classes, can be very effective in helping parents understand our goals. Another important approach within the classes for offering parent
education is making observations as children display different skills during the activities of the class. This
may include commenting on how quietly the children listened when the triangle was struck or when the rain
stick was played. It may be a comment made after a child played with beautiful tone on the glockenspiel or
kept a steady beat on the woodblock.
These observations are crucial because so often parents do not notice or value these things until their
relevance or importance is brought to their attention. As teachers, we must provide the example so that parents
learn to become keen observers of their own children. It is important to remember that these observations are
really a celebration of the small steps, creating an exciting atmosphere that leaves parents and children happy
and motivated to continue on their journey.
Talking to the parents in these SECE classes is especially difficult when the topic relates to basic parental issues. One of these issues is parents ‘over talking’ or repeating the teacher’s requests for their child.
The last thing a teacher wants to do is to insult or embarrass a parent, however, if this is not addressed the
child in question most often reacts negatively.
This may take the form of extreme shyness or refusal to take their turn on an instrument. The child
who is being prompted excessively feels as though there is a spotlight on him and will naturally try to move
away from that uncomfortable feeling of pressure. This ‘over talking’ may not be limited to the classes, but
may occur in the car on the way to or from class.
“Why didn’t you sing your solo in Mulberry Bush today, Johnny? You do it so well at home; you
should show the teachers in class!”
I have been amazed many times over the years at the immediate transformation of a child whose parent
was able to hear my advice and earnestly make a change. By simply being a willing participant themselves
and allowing their child to develop at their own pace in the class, parents will see wonderful development and
growth.
Every Child Can Learn when given an Environment that Nurtures Growth!
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Music
The art or science of combining vocal or instrumental
sounds (or both) to produce beauty of form, harmony,
and expression of emotion.
Let us make music in our hearts!
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Articles
Creative Ability Development at NYSSM
Gretchen Abberger
Twelve teachers from the North York Suzuki School of Music (NYSSM) took part in a four-day training course in August 2012 learning to play and teach improvisation to children. Sera Smolen taught the
course. The idea was inspired by two previous Saturday winter workshops organized for the string classes.
The student workshops allowed the children to experience a brief introduction to the method called
“Creative Ability Development,” or CAD. They took place on a Saturday in place of regular group classes in
winter 2012 with Sera Smolen, and 2011 with Alice Kay Kanack, the founder of the CAD method.
The brief “taste” experienced by the students during these sessions seemed to awaken a new sense of
themselves, and an overall awareness of the “magic” of music making. This also happened with the string
teachers, thus inspiring in them the desire to learn how to teach CAD, and to be able to integrate teaching improvisation with teaching the Suzuki repertoire. We are very grateful to Orsi Lengyel for organizing this wonderful four-day workshop for all of the NYSSM string and piano faculty members present.
Aside from learning the foundation for teaching the method to the students, participating teachers
formed stronger bonds of respect and friendship with each other. Upon finishing the workshop, our promise
to each other was to start each of our students learning the method at the start of 2012-13 classes and lessons.
Sera Smolen introduced us to CAD in a sensitive and very well thought out multi-layered philosophy.
As she only had four days, we realize the process is still in its infant stages, and there is still much to refine.
We plan to continue with more teacher workshops this coming summer 2013. But the message was clear; everyone has within them a talent for creating their own personal musical, as well as learning and performing music composed by others.
The benefits to learning CAD are numerous, as it teaches an excellent sense of sound quality, clearer
knowledge of scales, musical terms, and basic theory, a clearer sense of listening to oneself and others, accepting everyone at their level, and helping each other. The main message from the start is: 1) there is no such
thing as a mistake, 2) listen and applaud your friends’ efforts, 3) no room for criticism.
Recently in early February, Sera returned to work with all the NYSSM piano students. In a closing
remark, she reminded the students that their music was important, and the world needed to hear their “voices”.
NYSSM is the only Suzuki school in the GTA offering weekly learning of CAD both privately and during
group classes. Next season we are planning to offer an improvisation only class for students wishing to explore the CAD method in more detail, and hope to create a performing group as Alice Kay Kanack, and Sera
Smolen have done in their Suzuki Programs in Ithaca, NY. Our dream is to share performance opportunities
together.
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From Suzuki to Jazz and Beyond
Dimitra Marangozis
Soon after I became aware of the Suzuki Method, I was exhilarated with the idea that my childhood
desire to arrange has come true. You see, though a generally diligent conservatory student, my other side
loved to arrange all styles of music from popular to island music. During the summers spent at the island of
Paros in Greece, I heard numerous local musicians improvise and perform their music by rote.
Of course, I did not play my summer products during my lessons, as it was not generally allowed.
Then, Suzuki came into my life. Oh, to be able to teach children to play, to learn the mechanics, to harmonize
at a young age, all by ear, to listen to your tone and not worry about the next note, or pattern, or rhythm on the
page; to see the patterns at the piano or to close your eyes and feel them.
The day came when the first student brought an arrangement for me to listen to. What was my reaction
you ask? I have never had more fun teaching incredible individuals applying their rudiments skills to the task
of arranging music at any style, genre, or instrument.
Interested students have played together, done projects for school, performed at concerts, and most
importantly, have stayed in the studio longer because of this renewed creativity. What’s remarkable is how
their Suzuki training assists them in using the piano as an orchestral instrument and how easily they can transfer to monophonic instruments because they can hear melody, harmony and rhythm so intuitively.
The result of all of this? For me, it has expanded my summer horizons to arranging Greek songs and
dance for international students involved in a Jazz Academy at the same island where I first discovered the
freedom of music played by rote. For my students? Three of them will accompany me this summer to participate in the Paros Jazz Academy parosjazzacademy.com using their piano and clarinet skills taught by an incredible array of French, Italian and Greek Jazz musicians.
While there, they will be involved in composition and arranging classes, jam every night under the
stars by the pool, perform their arrangements in a Poetry and Jazz concert at an open amphitheater, go to concerts of internationally acclaimed performers and experience the music of locals at every corner of the villages. Their parents will be involved in the academy, as well.
“The real essence of art turned out to be not something high up and far off – it was right inside my ordinary daily self. If a musician wants to become a finer artist, he must first become a finer person.” Shinichi
Suzuki. We are blessed to have been introduced to Suzuki teaching, the art collaboration with students, the art
which Suzuki students have discovered and have taken to the next stratosphere, art which goes beyond the
skill of a single instrument, or genre, but that of the musical heart.
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Teen Mentoring – Connecting with what they’ve Learned
Gretchen Paxson-Abberger
The concept of mentoring became significant as many of my young students and my own two children
grew to be teens. I am very grateful to have been able to recommend to them the SAA teen mentoring course
created by Elayne Ras and Paule Barselou. For those teens that grasp the mentoring concepts, and are keen to
try them out, the course is very meaningful and successful.
Many inspiring changes have occurred within my studio community, and within the two Suzuki programs with which I work, as a result of this course. Here are two short success stories resulting from the
teaching of the mentoring course taught by Elayne Ras this past May 2012:
One ten-year-old student has been able to focus better in all of her other home practices ever since her parents decided to schedule weekly Friday practice sessions with a mentor starting this past September. She
has been able to grasp more detailed concepts, has progressed significantly since starting weekly sessions,
and says playing violin has become easier!
Another very apprehensive mentor has realized the joy of her own practice through a recent opportunity of
working weekly with an admiring nine-year-old violinist living in her neighbourhood. At the beginning of
the season feeling uninspired, displaying attitude and belligerence, she was considering quitting violin.
With this newfound arrangement, this description has been transformed.
She now participates in her weekly Suzuki classes with an inquisitive and positive attitude. Her nine-yearold neighbour is thrilled at the opportunity to practice with such a beautiful girl! Both look forward to this
weekly routine. The student gained ability navigating the tricky spots in her pieces, and now focuses
much more easily during her private lesson.
Parents who hire teen mentors are rejuvenated by having a “rest” from the practice routine, and are
able to gain a new perspective from the mentoring arrangement. Upon returning to practicing with their children during the remaining weekdays, they often experience a renewed energy and rekindled spirit of working
together. Teachers often see a new spark in students who have been mentored, as well in the teens that have
become mentors.
It is inevitable that both sides will experience a new and unexpected surprise during a season of weekly practices together. As all Suzuki teachers know, working with a young child is a never–ending life altering
experience! Undoubtedly both sides will experience a verbal or musical exchange that will profoundly enhance their learning process in their respective lessons with their private teacher and beyond.
We all learn from each other no matter what level we are working on. Mentoring asks teens to connect
with all that they’ve learned from their teachers and parents. It invites them to search inside to explain a concept, to think carefully about how they execute a skill themselves, to then reflect on their own practice habits,
and to be more truthful with themselves about how they achieve things.
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Teen Mentor Course
Julie Barrett
I've played the violin for eight years and have always loved it. I began with “the box”, and then continued
on a well-loved ¼ size. The next year I started playing in group class, and a few years later in my teacher's small
string group, “Simply Strings”. The first year in the group I had a “buddy” named Kurt. He inspired me to practice
and improve, so I could play as well as him. I never really realized the influence that the older kids had on us. They
encouraged us to work hard. In a few years I became one of the “buddies” to help young members feel welcome,
and to assist them with the new music. This year I joined the local youth orchestra “LJYO” and I play in the second violin section. I really enjoy going each week and having the opportunity to play with so many like- minded
kids. Most of the string players are Suzuki students because the director of the strings, Laurie Mitchell, is herself a
Suzuki teacher.
In January, my teacher, Deborah Henderson, suggested I should take the “Teen Mentoring” course put on
by Elayne Ras at the Oakville Suzuki School. I was the only one from my teacher's studio, but I was excited to become a “Teen Mentor” and inspire younger kids to practice and improve. Taking the course taught me many life
skills that I am able to apply to my own playing, and to my babysitting. It was really cool learning many little
tricks about teaching kids and ways to make learning fun. To complete this course, we were required to read the
book “Nurtured By Love”, which has an interesting approach to teaching students in a truly natural way. We also
were required to observe three hours of lessons with book 1 students which I also found personally interesting and
very informative.
I think the most interesting thing I learned during observations is how my violin teacher adapts her teaching to each student's individual needs. This is something I never would have realized if I didn't take this course.
Taking this course not only made me a Suzuki Teen Mentor but it has improved my own playing and my outlook
on teaching and growing.
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Awards and Rewards
Miguel Esteban
In November of 2012, I, along with six other pianists from across Canada, received the “ Caroline
Conron/Marguerite Geiger National Piano Travel and Study Scholarship” from Conservatory Canada, which
is a two-day master class in London, Ontario. The master teachers were Michael Faulkner and David Story.
They were really friendly and very helpful.
We learned improvisation and some jazz licks from David. I thought the improvising was really interesting because you can apply it to any piece that you know and can make it your own. We each had a private
lesson with Michael where he gave us a lot of pointers to improve on our current pieces. He also gave us opportunities to play as an ensemble with duets and trios that were really fun to do.
The pianists and I were also invited to play during the convocation ceremony at the Wolf Performance
Hall. As I entered the auditorium along with the recipients of scholarships and medals, I saw the stage and
was in awe of the grand stage. It was very exciting to be able to play on a stage as a solo performer. During
the convocation, I also received the “Charles Howard Beaudoin Memorial Scholarship”. This year was also
the first year of Conservatory Canada’s Dinner Gala. All of the recipients of medals and certificates were invited to play during the dinner. It was fun to hear all the different grade level pieces and genres of music. In
addition to this wonderful experience, I was also given the opportunity to play as a solo violinist along with
six others, with the La Jeunesse Youth Orchestra. I had to audition to get one of the spots. I had worked hard
on the piece for a long time and I felt well prepared. I was finally rewarded for all of my hard work on February 24, 2013 during the concert when I was able to perform Mozart’s fourth violin concerto.
It was an awesome experience a to have the orchestra playing with me because you don’t get this
chance too often. When I had finished this amazing piece, I was greeted with roaring applause. I felt so happy right there and then. I feel very proud of myself for achieving these goals and accomplishments. Of
course it wasn’t just my hard work, but of my teachers too. My piano teacher is Mary Burke and my violin
teacher is Laurie Mitchell.

Miguel Esteban is a Grade 8 student living in Oshawa. He has been studying piano with Mary Burke for nine
years. He came up through the Suzuki method and is currently working towards his Grade 8 Conservatory
Canada exam in June.
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Toronto Kiwanis and Suzuki
Julian Fisher
I was very pleased to send many students to the Toronto Kiwanis Music Festival this year. People such as
Virginia Little of Brantford have inspired me. It seemed as though most, or even all of her students, were participants whenever I was invited to be the festival adjudicator. Not only the high achievers impressed me, but also the
“everyday heroes,” impressed me. Why don't we all do the same? I know that there is a competitive element in the
Kiwanis, but it is a Festival, after all, not a Competition. I love the fact that when I was a student I got to meet all
kinds of people I had not met before, and I got a chance to hear music that I had never heard before. I well remember one Bach class, when I went to the washroom, someone was playing the Bach Chaconne in a cubicle! Always a
surprise in the Kiwanis.
One of the highlights of the festival for me was the knowledge that one of my students, Martha Lui, performing in the 79 years and older Viola Concerto Class, scored a first place with a mark of 90! She appreciated the
chance to perform, and to hear feedback from another person besides her teacher. I think she will be back next
year. I don't send just my "A-List Students". I want them all to have the experience, and I really, truly, don't care
whether or not they win. I think that they are winners for entering, whether it's competitive or not. I will add that in
the non-competitive, there is still a sort of peer assessment. One of my unlikely performers managed to pull herself
together and perform Minuet 2 from Book One with the shortest bow stroke ever observed in captivity. Such economy of movement! She was thrilled with herself, and both parents were there to cheer her on. Another student had
one piece ready and the other not as well prepared. Last rites were given, and he grimly made his way to the platform. He did just fine! He rose to the occasion, and he learned something very valuable about preparation.
After all, the Kiwanis is THE KIWANIS. I think that this experience makes the performer truly aware of
how much effort is required to memorize and perform successfully in public. William Primrose said that "Public
Performance is the best teacher: Make no mistake about it!" My advice to performers is that they should be sure to
invite their friends and family. You'll play better and they really appreciate the invitation. Food makes a great reward. I see the non-competitive classes as a way into performing in festivals, as you just cannot have a negative
experience. This year's adjudicator, Lance Ouellette, was full of suggestions, compassion, and enthusiasm.
My daughter Emma performed in several cello classes, and experienced the ecstasy of winning, along with
the disappointment of not winning a first overall. Extra lessons, extra rehearsals; whatever it takes to be the best
you can be. Maybe Festivals and Examinations make a lot of sense from a business point of view. More performances require more lessons. The more the students take lessons, the better they get. Every chance to work with a
good accompanist is a good thing. One of my enjoyable tasks was to be a violin tuner for students whose teacher
was not at the venue. We can't always be at every class, but I think it's good to cancel a few lessons in Festival
Week. It's a very small way to help, but a very big way to make friends and encourage young musicians.
Community is established between other teachers and family in a Festival. I would encourage every teacher
to maintain a class list of their students and to make sure that they have the opportunity to perform in festivals. You
simply don't know until you do it, how worthwhile it is. The festival exists for the benefit of the teachers, the students, and the parents. They were surprisingly happy to accommodate requests, and were very friendly and welcoming. More people can be part of the Festivals. Mark the dates early and it will happen. It takes a fair bit of effort and encouragement to get people to enter the festival, but once they have tried it, they usually return. Such music!
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Technology and the Studio
Wendy Seravalle-Smith
News from the Suzuki Association of the Americas about availability of Suzuki recordings as mp3 downloads:
“Responding to requests from members, the International Suzuki Association began working with Alfred Music
Publishing approximately a year ago to make the Suzuki recordings available as mp3 downloads. We are very excited to
let you know that this summer recordings will become available at Alfred.com/downloads, beginning with the first volumes of violin, viola, cello, and bass. The request is in to iTunes and Amazon to also carry the recordings, but Alfred
has no control over when this will happen. For pedagogical reasons, the ISA made the decision that the recordings will
be sold by book as albums, rather than as individual pieces. Alfred is pleased to make this option available. Also working with new technology, these same volumes will be released as eBooks later in 2013 through the Apple store. This exciting format includes the audio, embedded on the page with the music.”
Here is a great idea from a fellow Suzuki teacher that I read in Suzuki Association Discussion page:
“I had one of my families take the CDs and download them as mp3s. Whenever, the kids were on the computer
or playing video games, they figured how to get their system to play the Suzuki recordings instead of the regular video
game music. I’ve never had better listeners than that!” by Jeremy Chesman
I took advantage of registering for the Suzuki Association Mini On-Line Conference because I could not go to
Minneapolis last year for the conference. It was great to listen to these videos. Sue Baer in her presentation “Nurtured
by Love in the 21st Century” pointed out that we as teachers need to be willing to adapt and learn about technology that
the parent and student need to have in order to learn their best. Maybe it is part of our on-going commitment to lifelong
learning to add these skills, with their assistance, as stated in the Code of Ethics of the Suzuki Association of the Americas. Thanks so much to Judy Olmstead O’Regan for her submission that can be found as a separate article in this newsletter. Please send your ideas to wendyss@primus.ca
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Using Technology in the Lesson
Judy Olmstead-O’Regan
Suzuki Music has a Missed Lesson Policy stating that students who miss a lesson do not receive a
make-up. This applies to illness, weather, holiday travel, exams, etc. Most teachers do their best to accommodate families in some way (giving them a spot left open by a sick student, having a longer lesson
sometime in the future...), but sometimes accommodation is just not a reasonable option in the circumstances.
Solving the sick student issue has been my motivation for making use of technology in my teaching. When is a student too sick for a lesson? I know from my own experience that parents frequently don't
know their child is sick until they have been picked up from school and are on their way to my house for
a lesson. It probably makes sense that since their child has made it through the day with a sore throat and
slight fever; they can get through a lesson and then head off to home and bed. We parents can also get so
used to a young child being sick with a constant runny nose or cough that we don't consider it other than
normal. Most children go to school like this, the thinking goes, so why not to their private music lessons
as well?
I must admit that I feel annoyed and taken advantage of when families show up with children unable to put the violin next to their necks because of sore glands, or they are coughing so hard that they can't
concentrate. I consider such a lesson a waste of time and energy for all involved. I can also imagine that a
family feels equally as bad having paid for something with their hard earned money that they will not be
receiving.
Furthermore, when a parent brings a sick child to my studio and I become sick, I have to cancel
private and group classes for a week or more. As a self-employed person, I am very aware of how being
sick and missing lessons impacts me financially as well as disrupting the private and group lessons of my
other students.
In the past, options for using lesson time, when their child was sick, were to call me
for a parent/teacher chat, come for a lesson themselves leaving the sick child at home, or having a phone
lesson using speaker phone.
Current technology has greatly enhanced my ability to enable families to make use of their lesson
time even if they can't attend in person. It has taken me close to a year, by reminders in my weekly Monday Studio Update E-mail, to acquaint families with these options. They have embraced it 100% now.
Some families even call me asking if I would prefer a Skype lesson that day due to a case of sniffles at
home!
To begin with, I have an iMac computer with a built-in camera and microphone. I have downloaded Skype, but can also use FaceTime, which comes with my computer. These applications are extremely
easy to use; however do require some preparation to get going.
Continued ….
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Using Technology in the Lesson (Continued)
Skype
I use Skype to teach a lesson during the regular lesson time when a student cannot attend. Set-up required to use Skype:
• Download program from www.skype.com.
• Set up password.
• Ask students to set it up at home.
Create folder of student Skype addresses - when a student is sick, you may have to be ready to use this on
the spur of the moment.
Practice using Skype before offering it to your families. You will need good lighting so that those on
the receiving end can see you. Have the computer and materials for teaching set up in advance. My computer
is on my left when teaching, with everything needed nearby. I keep the program open so that it will alert me to
a call coming in for a lesson, although sometimes a student will give a phone call beforehand to alert me to a
Skype lesson request. Skype works well for listening to each other play, talking with the student or parent, or
watching a parent/student work together. We can also have a parent/teacher conference. However, you cannot
use it to play with your student because of the delay in sound. Every internet connection works differently. If
a connection drops, I just reconnect and keep going. It rarely poses a big problem.

Audio File
Creating an audio file using my Quick Time Player application has been another very useful and successful tool in my studio for a student missing a lesson. When a family doesn’t have Skype capabilities, I record work during their lesson time that can be used later at home until the next lesson.
I record lesson material, practice points for the next piece, varying speeds of their current piece, and
specific bars to work on. Sometimes I record the very technical exercises or passages right in the lesson with
the child present. I even record the student playing the passage, to which they get a big kick out of. I send off
these files when my teaching day is done. You only have to ensure the file doesn’t get too large to be emailed.
I must add that I am no techno-geek, spending hours at a time playing on my computer. These applications are easy to use and if you need help, ask any ten-year-old!

Special Scholarships
The deadline for several scholarships/bursaries is May 31st. There is a One Time Special Scholarship available in the amount of $250 for a SAO Suzuki Teacher to assist the teacher financially to travel out
of Ontario for Teacher Training. Also the $200 SAO Teacher Training is available. Travel Bursaries in the
amount of $150 are available. This bursary is to assist Teachers who organize like-instruments/cross studio/
school workshops. For complete details, please refer to your last newsletter or the SAO website.
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March Break Poem
I Need a Vacation
Deborah Henderson
It's almost March Break and I need a vacation.
I need a vacation from sniffles and coughs and achy muscles.
I need a vacation from having to check the weather network anytime I need to drive out of town.
I need a vacation from sending emails to people who don't read them.
I need a vacation from filling out tax receipts for people who don't pay me on time.
I need a vacation so I can watch all the Parents as Partners videos I've missed.
I need a vacation so I can do my own income tax calculations.
I need a vacation from taxes.
I need a vacation from students who are too busy with other activities to practice more than twice a week.
I need a vacation from students who don't listen to their recording.
I need a vacation from students who don't practice from their lesson notes.
I need a vacation from students who can't subdivide a dotted quarter note.
I need a vacation from students with stinky feet.
I need a vacation from the five thousand things I am supposed to get done this week.
I need a vacation from clutter.
I need a vacation that has no deadlines.
I need a vacation that doesn't cost money.
I need a vacation that doesn't require me to ask other people for money.
I need a vacation that includes sitting at a table for dinner.
I need a vacation that includes wine with dinner.
I need a vacation that lets me be creative, with my time and with my skills.
I need a vacation so I can enjoy the company of my family without brushing them aside.
I need a vacation so I can enjoy walking in the snow and listening to the birds singing.
I need a vacation from being a teacher - just for a week - to remind myself that I am a human being first.
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